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Iraq’s security forces seize
Kurdish-held city of Kirkuk 

US-trained elite force among units engaged in operation

Established 1961 

BAGHDAD: Iraqi government forces captured the Kurdish-
held city of Kirkuk yesterday, responding to a Kurdish vote
on independence with a bold lightning strike that trans-
forms the balance of power in the country. A convoy of
armored vehicles from Iraq’s elite US-trained Counter-
Terrorism Force seized the city’s provincial government
headquarters yesterday afternoon, less than a day after the
operation began, a Reuters reporter in Kirkuk said. A
dozen armored vehicles arrived at the building and took up
positions nearby, alongside local police. They pulled down
the Kurdish flag and left
the Iraqi flag flying.

Neither side gave a
casualty toll for the opera-
tion. But an aid organiza-
tion working in Kirkuk
said several Peshmerga
and members of the Iraqi
forces had been killed in
an overnight clash south of
Kirkuk - the only serious
fighting reported. Some
Kurdish civilians were
fleeing the city of 1 million
people in fear of reprisals.
Crowds of ethnic Turkmen who opposed Kurdish control
of the city were celebrating. Some drove in convoys with
Iraqi flags and fired shots in the air.

“This day should become a holiday, we’re so happy to
have gotten rid of Barzani’s party,” said a man celebrating
on a motorbike, waving the blue-and-white flag of Iraq’s
Turkmen, referring to the Kurdish leader Masoud Barzani.
Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi ordered that the Iraqi flag
be hoisted over Kirkuk and other disputed areas claimed
by both the central government and the Kurds, who defied
Baghdad to hold a vote for independence on Sept 25.

Baghdad described the advance as largely unopposed,
and urged the Kurdish security forces known as Peshmerga
to cooperate in keeping the peace. The Peshmerga said
Baghdad would be made to pay “a heavy price” for trigger-
ing “war on the Kurdistan people”. Washington called for
calm on both sides, seeking to avert an all-out conflict
between Baghdad and the Kurds that would open a whole
new front in Iraq’s 14-year-old civil war and potentially
draw in regional powers such as Turkey and Iran.

The overnight advance was the most decisive step
Baghdad has taken yet to block the independence bid of
the Kurds, who have governed an autonomous part of

northern Iraq since the fall of Saddam Hussein in 2003 and
voted three weeks ago to secede. Kirkuk, one of the most
ethnically and religiously diverse cities in Iraq, is located
just outside the autonomous Kurdish zone. Kurds consider
it the heart of their homeland; they say it was cleansed of
Kurds and settled with Arabs under Saddam to secure
control of the oil that was the source of Iraq’s wealth.

State TV said Iraqi forces had also entered Tuz
Khurmato, a flashpoint town where there had been clashes
between Kurds and mainly Shiite Muslims of Turkmen eth-

nicity. The “government of
Abadi bears the main
responsibility for trigger-
ing war on the Kurdistan
people, and will be made
to pay a heavy price”, the
Peshmerga command said
in a statement, cited by
Kurdish leader Barzani’s
assistant Hemin Hawrami.  

A Kurdish father of
four who was driving out
of Kirkuk towards the
Kurdish regional capital
Erbil said: “We no longer

feel safe. We hope to return to our home but right now we
feel it’s dangerous for us to stay.” Washington, which arms
and trains both Iraqi federal forces and the Kurdish
Peshmerga to fight Islamic State militants, called on “all
parties to immediately cease military action and restore
calm”, according to a US Embassy statement.

“ISIS (Islamic State) remains the true enemy of Iraq,
and we urge all parties to remain focused on finishing the
liberation of their country from this menace.” The military
action in Kirkuk helped spur a jump in world oil prices
yesterday. Oilfields near Kirkuk halted production, but
Baghdad said it would be quickly restarted. “We’ve got
confirmation from military commanders that it’s a matter of
a very short time,” a senior Baghdad oil official told
Reuters. “Our brave forces will regain control of all Kirkuk
oilfields and then we will restart production immediately.”

Secession opposed 
Baghdad considers last month’s Kurdish independence

vote illegal, especially as it was held not just in the
autonomous region but in Kirkuk and other neighboring
areas the Kurdish Peshmerga occupied after driving out
Islamic State. The Kurdish secession bid was strongly

opposed by neighbors Iran and Turkey. Washington, allied
with the Kurds for decades, pleaded vainly for them to halt
a vote that could break up Iraq. There were signs of inter-
nal conflict among the Kurds, who have been divided for
decades into two main factions, the KDP of regional gov-
ernment leader Barzani and the PUK of his longtime rival
Jalal Talabani, who served as Iraq’s ceremonial president in
Baghdad from 2003-2014 and died two weeks ago.

Both Kurdish parties control their own Peshmerga units.
While Barzani’s KDP strongly supported the independ-
ence referendum, some PUK figures were more circum-
spect. Yesterday’s Peshmerga statement accused a group
within the PUK of “treason” for assisting Baghdad’s
advance. “We regret that some PUK officials helped in this
plot,” it said. Although Iraqi officials portrayed the Kurds

as retreating without a fight, Kurdish officials said
Peshmerga had clashed with the “Popular Mobilization” -
Shiite Muslim forces trained and armed by Iran that oper-
ate alongside regular Iraqi troops.

Fate unsettled
The status of Kirkuk and fate of the Kurds were left

unsettled 14 years ago when a US-led invasion toppled
Saddam. During the years of US occupation that ensued,
Washington leaned on its Kurdish allies to keep their
ambitions in check to avoid triggering another war amid an
insurgency by Sunni Muslim Arabs. After Islamic State
swept across a third of Iraq in 2014 and were subsequently
driven out, the Kurds found themselves in their strongest
position on the ground for generations. —Reuters

RAQQA: Once the last Islamic State group fighters
are ousted from Syria’s Raqqa, the unconventional
forces battling the jihadists say they’ll have batteries
and masking tape to thank for their victory.  The Syrian
Democratic Forces on the verge of seizing IS’s former
bastion Raqqa have received sophisticated support
from the US-led coalition, including air strikes,
weaponry, and intelligence. But winning their months-
long offensive against the jihadists, they say, required
going back to basics. In a cavernous warehouse just
east of Raqqa’s Old City, SDF fighters sit cross-legged
on a dusty rug piled high with cylinder-shaped three-
volt batteries, masking tape, empty cigarette packs and
loose wires.

The materials are used to make primitive power-
banks to charge the walkie-talkies that SDF command-
ers rely on to communicate with each other across
Raqqa’s frontlines. As artillery fire and air strikes echo
in the background, the assembly line gets to work. One
fighter stacks eight batteries into a brick-like shape
while another prepares the tape that will hold them
together. A third peels the aluminum foil from white cig-
arette packs-perfect for a conductor-and begins taping
it to the wires he snipped from the walls of the battered
building. “Our positions have to be in touch 24 hours
per day with these walkie-talkies, but they’re not that
great,” says local SDF commander Sevger Himo.

‘Mother of invention’   
Built-in batteries last just three hours, which

forced SDF commanders to switch them off between
coordinating storming operations, defensive rocket
fire, or civilian rescues. But with the hand-made bat-
tery packs, walkie-talkies stay charged for up to two
straight days. The powerbanks are ubiquitous in bat-
tle-ravaged Raqqa, including in frontline positions
near the city’s hospital and football stadiums, two of
IS’s last redoubts in the city. SDF fighters advancing
there are often isolated for days from rear bases,
making fully-charged walkie-talkies their only link to
the outside world.  “This has saved lives more than
once. Necessity is the mother of invention, as they
say,” says Himo, a young fighter with a boyish face.
“National armies have their own factories, but we’re
a military force without much international support-
so we rely on things we can get in the market and
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To beat Militants, 
Syrian force goes 
back to the basics

KIRKUK: Iraqi civilians gather as Iraqi forces arrive in the first neighborhood on the
southern outskirts of Kirkuk yesterday. —AFP 

Malaysian teacher 
seen as new ‘emir’ 
of pro-IS militants
KUALA LUMPUR: The battlefield deaths of two leaders of an
Islamic State alliance in the southern Philippines could thrust
a Malaysian who trained at an Al-Qaeda camp in Afghanistan
as the militant group’s new regional “emir”, experts and offi-
cials say. Intelligence officials describe Malaysian Mahmud
Ahmad as a financier and recruiter, who helped put together
the coalition of pro-Islamic State (IS) fighters that stormed
Marawi City in May. Isnilon Hapilon, Islamic State’s anointed
“emir” in Southeast Asia, and Omarkhayam Maute, one of two
Middle East-educated brothers at the helm of the militant
alliance, were killed in a raid on a building in Marawi and their
bodies recovered yesterday, Philippine Defense Secretary
Delfin Lorenzana said.

Philippine authorities said they were still searching for
Mahmud. “Based on our information, there is still one person-
ality, Dr Mahmud of Malaysia, and he is still in the main battle
area with some Indonesians and Malaysians,” military chief,

Gen Eduardo Ano, said yesterday. “But their attitude is now
different, they are no longer as aggressive as before.” He did
not elaborate. Ano urged the 30 militants remaining in a
shrinking combat zone to surrender and free hostages as
troops stepped up their fight.

Abdullah Maute, the alliance’s military commander, was
reported killed in August, though no body was found.
Intelligence officials in Malaysia believe Mahmud left Marawi
months ago. Malaysia’s police counter-terrorism chief Ayob
Khan Mydin Pitchay told Reuters in July that Mahmud “man-
aged to sneak out from Marawi city to another safe place
with his followers”. The 39-year-old Mahmud, who holds a
doctorate in religious studies and was a university lecturer in
Kuala Lumpur, was Hapilon’s second-in-command in the IS’s
Southeast Asia “caliphate”, according to a July report by
Indonesia-based Institute of Policy Analysis and Conflict
(IPAC). 

Recruitment and financing 
Sitting in the inner circle of the Marawi command centre,

Mahmud controlled recruitment and financing, the IPAC
report said. He was the contact for foreigners wanting to join
the fight in the Philippines or with IS in the Middle East, it
said. “It wasn’t just Indonesians and Malaysians contacting Dr
Mahmud ... he was also the contact for Bangladeshis in
Malaysia who wanted to join the fighting in Mindanao,”

IPAC’s director Sidney Jones told Reuters. Rohan Gunaratna,
an analyst at the S Rajaratnam School of International Studies
in Singapore, described Mahmud as “the most important IS
leader in Southeast Asia”. Ahmad El-Muhammady, a lecturer
at the International Islamic University of Malaysia (IIUM) and
a counter-terrorism advisor to the police, said Mahmud often
solicited funds for IS operations. “He’s always the one asking
people “does anyone have any money they’d like to donate?”,
and he will usually reply when followers in the region ask him
about the situation in the Philippines,” Ahmad said.

‘Just disappeared’
Mahmud grew up in Batu Caves, a crowded Kuala Lumpur

suburb, famous for a Hindu temple housed in a large complex of
caverns.  Mahmud’s wife and three children were last known to
be living there, although Reuters could not locate them. Before
leaving Malaysia in 2014, Mahmud taught young Muslim stu-
dents at a tahfiz, a school to memorize the Koran, in Nakhoda, a
village near Batu Caves, residents said.  “When he (Mahmud)
started the school, he did stay there for the first one or two
years, but then he just disappeared,” said 50-year-old Zainon
Mat Arshad, a Nakhoda resident who went to the mosque
where Mahmud prayed.  “When he was at the tahfiz school, he
kept mostly to himself and if he had come over to pray on
Friday, I don’t think anyone would have recognized him,” said
Zainon. “He didn’t mingle with the local community.” —Reuters

AYN TARMA, Syria: Smoke billows from build-
ings following a reported air strike on Ain Tarma
in the Eastern Ghouta area, a rebel stronghold
east of the Syrian capital yesterday. —AFP


